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Local Government Operational and 
Management Effectiveness Self-
Assessment Programme for WA Councils 

Benchmark your council’s performance - gain insights to lead improvement

 

Know your council’s performance with a proven benchmarking approach
•	 Three year Programme provides annual reports to track your council’s performance improvement
•	 Access	additional	comprehensive	commentary	outlining	best	practice	insights	and	related	expert									

opinion	without	the	big	consulting	expense
•	 Council	Comparative	Analysis	Tool	brings	your	data	to	life
•	 Extra	service	mix	information	and	workforce	analysis	and	reporting	now	available

EARLY BIRD SAVINGS OFFER: CLOSES 30 APRIL 2016

PLUS: SAVE FROM OVER 35% AND UP TO 70% OFF THE NORMAL PRICE

EXPANDING IN 

AUSTRALIA AND NZ

BECOME A FOUNDATION COUNCIL
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Control and direct the conversaton about your council’s 
performance with this leading management performance tool

Three years of trend data available by 
next	elections

Three	confidential	annual	council	
progress reports

Complements	OLG	council	comparative	
reporting	initiative

Access	to	PwC	consulting	expertise,	 
Australian and global insights at low cost

Tried and tested research methodology - 
piloted with 15 councils successfully

All	WA	councils	can	more	effectively		
understand,	control	and	manage	their	performance	
with	communities,	councillors	and	staff.

LGMA	WA	is	proud	to	be	working	in	collaboration	
with	Local	Government	Professionals	Australia,	
NSW		(LG	Professionals,	NSW)	to	bring	to	WA,	the	
Local	Government	Operational	and	Management	
Effectiveness	Programme	including;	A	Self-
Assessment	Survey	and	Council	Comparative	
Analysis	Tool.	

The survey measures relevant areas of council 
management	and	internal	operations.	It	is	designed	
specifically	to	enable	you	to	be	fully	informed	with	
the	best	quality	information	about	your	council	as	
possible.

Not	every	council	can	afford	the	costs	of	
implementing	specialist	consultant	reviews,	
tracking	individual	business	processes	or	enlisting	
comparative	industry	trends.	However,	by	working	
together	as	a	sector	and	by	getting	as	many	WA	
councils	participating	as	possible,	this	practical	and	
effective	management	performance	approach	is	
available	to	all	councils	at	a	fraction	of	the	cost.

NZ  councils have been a valued partner in this Programme.

“Councils continue to review operational performance independently without the ability to gain real 
contextual insight on their performance - well now they can. This tool will be invaluable for providing real 
context to a council’s performance so that it can be both recognised and improved. Thank you to all our 
SOLGM members who have worked with us to review this so that it is relevant for NZ councils, enabling them 
to benefit cost effectively from what exists internationally”. Barbara McKerrow - President, SOLGM, Chief 
Executive New Plymouth District Council

Best-in-class analytcs and support from PwC for all sized councils

Secure your savings 
on	this	three	(3)	year	

Programme

Receive comprehensive 
council progress reports to 

meaningfully benchmark your 
performance

Use the data and insights    
			to	engage	staff,	enhance	
			management,	strategic	

			planning,	decision-making	
and stakeholder engagement
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Receive comprehensive and customised insight reports                          
for your council

Workforce  
Management

Corporate  
Leadership

Risk 
Management

Operations 
Management

Finance 
Management

Effective	use	and	
development of 

‘people resources’

Seamless	finance	
function,	systems	and	

processes

Planned,	cohesive	
and well managed 

operations

Defined	risk	
management  
practices

Strong,	inspiring	
council leadership

Five key areas will be measured
The	report	will	provide	analysis	of	five	areas	to	assist	all	councils	develop	a	deeper	understanding	of	how	they	
are	operating.

Key benefits
 9 Access	to	world-leading	research	methodology	and	comparative	analysis
 9 Security and knowledge about how your council’s performance is trending
 9 Facilitates	staff	communications	and	engagement	to	share	trends,	performance	and	help	

create a business case for change
 9 Enhances	management,	planning,	decision-making	and	stakeholder	engagement	with	
unique	best	practice	insights,	and	constructive	comparisons

 9 Controls	and	contextualises	all	discussions	on	your	council’s	performance
 9 Facilitates council to council partnering and service delivery discussions within a 
practical	‘apples’	to	‘apples’	framework

You get a council progress report to track and 
benchmark your performance against the local 
government	sector	as	a	whole.	The	survey	results	
will be aggregated for all Australian and NZ 
participating	councils	to	allow	for	more	comparisons	
across	different	‘sizes’	(e.g.	small)		and	‘types’	(e.g.	
metropolitan)	of	councils	on	key	areas.	

It	will	also	show	the	core	results	for	key	metrics	for	
WA	councils	only,	in	addition	to	your	own	council’s	
individual	results.	This	allows	a	broader,	contextual	
perspective	of	your	performance.	You	will	be	able	to	
confidentially	benchmark	council	performance	with	
the	local	government	industry	in	the	five	business	
areas	being	measured,	by	seeing	your	result	vs.	the	
median	result	for	the	participating	councils.	

“LGMA WA has had the foresight to leverage our 
work with PwC here in Australia now to forge a new 
era in not only Australian but also trans-Tasman 
collaboration. All local government professionals can 
benefit from this also, and evolve this innovative, 
structured measurement process. We believe that it 
is the professionals who truly shape the successful 
performance of the sector.” Annalisa Haskell - CEO LG 
Professionals, NSW.
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Entre Programme enables proactve interacton for greater insight

Confidentially	measure	many	aspects	of	your	council’s	performance	using	your	own	council	data.	The	data	you	
provide	is	obtainable	within	council	and	much	of	it	you’ll	already	have.

Be	assured	your	data	will	be	returned	to	you	in	a	practical,	coherent	and	cohesive	manner	that	will	enable	
assessment	of	your	practices	to	ensure	you	are	operating	at	your	peak	performance.

This	new	addition	to	the	data	set	enables	you	to	answer	critical	questions	about	your	services.	Your	council	will	
also	be	able	to	access	insights	such	as	your	relative	service	structure,	range,	profile,	costs.

Excitng new service benchmarking piloted in                                                           
NSW now available for you to benefit from: 

Local Government comparative analytics

Customised reporting Data explorer website

105 Australasian participating councils

Operational and management effectiveness study

Bespoke data collection

Industry-developed bespoke
performance management tool

PwC and LG Professionals Australia,
NSW collaborate and innovate

Councils submit data using PwC’s
secure data collection website

Focus on internal business processes eg.
workforce, finance, risk and operations

PwC analyses the data and consistently
calculates relevant business metrics

Councils receive a report showing how
they compare with trends & commentary

Councils use an evidence-based
approach when prioritising change

Sector is more informed when striving
to optimise operational excellence

Councils subscribe to bespoke
interactive data explorer website

Ability to view, sort, compare and extract
up to 55 survey business metrics

Councils can filter metrics enabling
more granular comparisons

Councils also access economic and
mapping data

1 32

Local Government Operational and Management Effectiveness Programme
Comparative Benchmarking and Analytics

105 Australasian participating councils

Comparative Benchmarking and Analytics Process

Comprehensive 3 step process delivers tailored analysis and highly 
relevant benchmarking of your council

105 Australasian participating councils in 2016

How does your service profile compare?

What are your proportons of costs that are 
direct workforce only vs other costs?

What is your comparatve workforce profile by 
service area?

Q

What ‘shape’ are your services comparatvely, 
in terms of being insourced vs outsourced?

Q

Q

Q
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You get the Council Regional Analysis and Comparatve Tool also 
as part of the Programme

A	core	set	of	important	metrics	captured	from	all	councils	participating	in	the	Local	Government	
Operational	and	Management	Effectiveness	Self-Assessment	Survey	are	presented	in	an	easy	to	read	data	
interactive	explorer	tool.	Using	publicly	available	local	government	data*	councils	can	now	also	filter	the	
metrics	captured	from	the	survey	to	provide	an	extremely	comprehensive	and	more	interactive	data	set.

View	and	filter	key	metrics	across	the	five	areas:

•	 Workforce,	
•	 Finance,	
•	 Operations,	
•	 Risk	management,	
•	 Corporate	leadership.

The	functionality	is	largely	consistent,	and	provides	
comparative	visibility	of	your	council	across	all	other
de-identified	survey	councils.	You	are	able	to	safely	and	
confidentially	rank	and	rateyourself	in	more	ways	to	
see	how	exactly	how	you	performed	in	areas	of
importance	to	you.

*Where	available

Example	of	staff	turnover	analysis	in	the	tool
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Applying Filters for Deeper Analysis
WA	councils	will	be	able	to	filter	metrics	to	show	all	councils	(de-identified)	and	depending	on	what	is	publicly	
available	in	WA,	public	data*	can	be	incorporated	as	filters	also.	This	will	allow	you	to	dynamically	compare	
your	council	to	councils	with	similar	characteristics	to	you.	

NOTE: The below visual is based upon the available NSW public data and is for example only.

A	series	of	data	charts	is	also	displayed	for	all	core	metrics	as	part	of	the	filtering.

 

You are able to download not only the data but also the charts and graphs from your search into an easy to 

use,	intelligent	excel	format	for	use	in	council	reports.

*Where	available

Exportng Data

Metric Charts

Your Council

Median
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SAVE FROM OVER 35% AND UP TO 70% BY ACTING NOW

The	Programme	is	available	to	all	councils	at	one	incredible	value	package	price.	

NOTE:	Prices	exclude	GST

EARLY BIRD CLOSES 30TH APRIL 2016 
SO	DO	NOT	DELAY	|	COMPLETE	FORM	OVER	THE	PAGE
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COMPLETE	THIS	FORM	BY	30	APRIL	2016	
AND SAVE FROM OVER 35% AND UP TO 70% OFF

PLEASE	CONFIRM:
Yes					-						I	wish	to	pay	all	three	years	up	front	and receive the pay up front discount

No					-						I	will	pay	each	year	(subject	to	annual	cpi	increases)

(<	5,000	popn) (<	20,000	popn) (<	100,000	popn) (<	250,000	popn) (>500,000	popn)

(<	10,000	popn) (<	50	,000	popn) (<	150,000	popn)

Signature Today’s Date

.

(<	500,000	popn)

Please	fill	in	this	form	and	return	via	email	to	warren@lgmawa.org.au 
by	30	April	2016	and	take	advantage	of	the	EARLY	BIRD	DISCOUNT!

(Please	write	clearly)
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TESTIMONIALS
“Up until the Tool we relied on anecdotal evidence for some of our performance measures. The comparative data, especially with our 
peers has been valuable in allowing us to introduce change programs based upon evidence rather than just gut feel and importantly 
track our progress. We have only just started to explore the potential of the Tool and I am excited about the opportunity to do more 
detailed comparisons and analysis. I am happy to personally talk to any Chief Executive about this essential leader’s tool kit”. Gary 
Murphy	–	General	Manager	Lismore	Council	NSW,	Australia	(Medium	Council)

“The Survey and Tool have enabled us though the benchmarking it provides to narrow in on areas where we are not performing as 
well as we could. The data provided has already enabled us to develop specific goals for our senior leadership team based on areas 
where we need improvement”. Craig	Swift-McNair	–	General	Manager	Port	Macquarie-Hastings	Council	NSW,	Australia	(High	Medium	
Council)

“Snowy River Shire Council is pleased to be a Foundation Council. Each year we look forward to receiving our report and seeing our 
progress against the previous year as well as being measured against the performance of other participating councils as a whole. 
The report is really easy to read, well categorised and relevant. The recent launch of the comparative tool has been a fantastic 
addition. Now we are using the data not only to see how we measure against the survey population but have the ability to refine this 
and compare ourselves with other councils with similar characteristics. We used the reporting tool to inform our ‘Fit for the Future’ 
submission and we see this as being invaluable when we are due to review our workforce plan, prepare our end of term report and 
inform strategic management decisions. Whether you have a budget of $1m or $100m, have 50 employees or 500 – you can see if 
you are on the right track or where you have some work to do!” Iliada	Bolton	–	Director	Governance	and	Executive	Services	Snowy	
River	Shire	Council	NSW,	Australia	(Small	Council)

“I think this is a very positive initiative from LG Professionals, NSW. It is an objective and systematic approach to looking at 
effectiveness, provides a good indicator of common and unique issued faced by local government organisations and provides insight 
into gaps and management effectiveness areas (which may be overlooked in the day to day running of a diverse organisation). It is 
of significant value to help councils understand their performance and benchmark against their relative peers.” Brian Bell – General 
Manager	Lake	Macquarie	City	Council	NSW,	Australia	(Very	Large	Council)

LG	Professionals,	NSW	is	pleased	to	be	partnering	with	LGMA	WA	to	deliver	this	programme	to	Western	Australian	
councils.	This	will	support	all	participating	councils.

Australian Programme expansion into Western Australia will also 
benefit all Australian and NZ councils

Warren	Pearce	-	CEO,	LGMA	WA
e:	warren@lgmawa.org.au

LGMA	WA	|	Unit	21	/	168	Guildford	Road	|	MAYLANDS	WA	6051

p:	(08)	9271	1136


